
(APPENDIX 1)
PROPOSALS OF THE COALITION

WE DEMAND:
1) that the administration's presently proposed budget for 1975-76 not be

submitted to the Advisory and Executive Committee.
2) that one budget be submitted to the A&E, a budget which meets our

budgetary demands and reflects our priorities;
a) specific demands (in dollars) will be presented when the Special
Committee on Budgetary Priorities (SCBP) receives the requisite budget-
ary materials.
b) our priorities are: an increase in financial aid funding commensur-
ate with the increase in student costs; the prevention of disproportion-
ate reductions in Student Services budgets when no suitable alternatives
are provided; the protection of faculty teaching time in the instruction-
al budget; the implementation of the demands of the Organization of
United African Peoples (OUAP).

3. that budgetary reallocations be the result of the SCBP's collaboration
with the administration-

a) that the administration release to the SCBP all budgetary materials
except salary supplements, comparative inter-institutional commentary,
sensitive personal comments by administrators concerning staff, and
itemization of "other".
b) that the SCBP have access to itemization of "other".
c) that budgetary reallocations be arrived at in joint meetings of the
administration and the SCBP.

4. that the administration have a primary responsibility for finding the
required funds.

5. that the SCBP report to the A&E on April 19.
6. that the SCBP develop a permanent mechanism to involve students and

faculty in the year long formulation of the budget, and in long-range priority planning
related to budgetary matters.

THESE ARE THE DEMANDS WHICH WE ARE PREPARED TO ACT UPON.

(APPENDIX 2)

ADMINISTRATION STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING April 3,1975

At its March meeting, the Advisory and Executive Ccmnittee of the Corporation
endorsed the establishment of a student committee "to consider matters of budgetary
priorities and advise the President and the Advisory and Executive Committee regarding
such matters." *

The Special Cotmittee on Budgetary Priorities and the administration have
now agreed that the priority matters in connection with the 1975-76 budget to be con-
sidered are the following:

1. Undergraduate financial aid.
2. Student Services.
3. Afro-American Studies Program.

It has also been agreed that the procedure for considering these particular
matters will be as follows:

1. Briefing and discussion sessions will be scheduled in each of these three
areas. A primary purpose of these sessions will be to illuminate fully the dimensions of
each program, its background and recent history, the problems involved, and the policies
formulated with respect to them.



2. Information for each priority area required for understanding and evalu-
ation will be made available whenever possible in advance. Most of these data relate to
the operations of programs and are at best indirectly reflected in the budget. Insofar
as budgetary data for the three priority areas are involved they will be made available
at the so-called budget two level. Appropriate data tabulations will be generated
whenever feasible in response to ongoing discussion sessions.

It is anticipated that there will be a free exchange of ideas between the
SCBP and the administration. Recomnendations formulated by SCBP will be submitted to
the administration for ongoing discussion and then to the Budget and Finance Committee
of the Corporation.

It would be desirable to have recarnvsndations in the hands of the Budget and
Finance Committee before its meeting on the morning of April 19, 1975. Members of the
Committee will be available during the prior week to study the recommendations submitted
by SCBP. The Budget and Finance Carriittee will make the final recommendations as to when
the 1975-76 budget will be submitted to the A&E Committee.

There are a number of related issues of direct concern to the Organization
of United African Peoples (OUAP) and Sankore. These issues will be considered in parallel
with the three priority areas mentioned above and with the appropriate representatives of
OUAP and Sankore.

The matter of student participation in the formulation of priorities and
in the planning/budgeting cycle is of deep concern to students, faculty, and administration.
It is agreed, however, that this more complex and long-range question cannot be resolved
in the context of the iitmediate priority questions to be considered. When these immediate
questions are disposed of, hopefully in the near future, this broader question of
student participation will be discussed widely within the University community.

(APPENDIX 3)

STUDENT CAUCUS
April 3, 1975

The Administration's written response to the Coalition's demands (presented
to Provost Stoltz on April 2, 1975) is clearly inadequate and does not satisfy those
demands.

Until the Administration complies fuTly with those demands, preparations for
a student strike will continue. •<

Until such time as the demands are met, the SCBP will continue to receive
budgetary information from the Administration, the purpose of which will be to prepare
specific dollar figures for budgetary reallocations.

THE COALITION



PROPOSALS OF THE COALITION

WE DEMAND:

1) that the administration's presently proposed budget for 1975-76 not be
submitted to the Advisory and Executive Committee.

2) that one budget be submitted to the Advisory and Executive Committee,
a budget which meets our budgetary demands and reflects our priorities;

a) specific demands (in dollars) will be presented when the Special
Committee on Budgetary Priorities (SCBP) receives the requisite
budgetary materials.

b) our priorities are: an increase in financial aid funding commenserate
with the increase in student costs; the prevention of disproportionate
reductions in Student Services' budgets when no suitable alternatives
are provided; the protection of faculty teaching time in the instructional
budget; implementation of the demands of the Organization of United
African Peoples (OUAP).

3) that budgetary reallocations be the result of the SCBP's collaboration with
the administration;

a) that the administration release to the SCBP all budgetary materials
except salary supplements, comparative inter-institutional commentary,
sensitive personal comments by administrators concerning staff, and
itemizations of "other".

b) that the SCBP have access to itemization of "other".
c) that budgetary reallocations be arrived at in joint meetings of the

administration and the SCBP.

4) that the administration have a primary responsibility for finding the required
funds.

5) that the SCBP report to the Advisory and Executive Committee on April 19.

6) that the SCBP develop a permanent mechanism to involve students and faculty
in the year long formulation of the budget, and in long-range priority planning
related to budgetary matters. "'.

THESE ARE THE DEMANDS WHICH WE ARE PREPARED TO ACT UPON.



SPECIFIC PRIORITY DEMANDS

I. Financial Aid
We recommend:

A. That the financial aid budget be increased commensurate with the
increase in student costs.

B. That the scholarship budget be at least increased from the presently
proposed administrative level of $3, 310, 000 to the figure of $3, 542, 184.

C. That financial aid packages should be restructured so as to provide a greater
percentage of aid in the form of scholarships. Such packages should
only include an average self-help increase of $200.

D. That financial aid to black students be maintained at the same rate and
composition as it was appropriated in the academic year 1974-75. Brown
must continue to appropriate financial aid so that in the future eighty
percent of black students receive financial aid.

Further Breakdown of Financial Aid Figures:

a. $3, 021, 212 Adjusted 1974-75 base (from Financial Aid Task Force Report)
220, 700 Increase in freshman scholarship budget
245, 272 Increase in upperclass scholarship budget

55, 000 Upperclass inflationary offset (from Task Force Report)
$3, 542, 184 Total revised scholarship budget

b. $3, 542, 184 Our revised scholarship budget
3, 310, OOP Administration's proposed budget

$ 232,184 Proposed increase

c. The freshman scholarship budget is based on a projection of 382 students receiving
financial aid and maintaining the fifteen "high risk" students that are being cut
in the administration's proposed budget.
We have broken down the 382 figure into 276 and 106, respectively, as a recog-
nition of the distinction (based on parents" contribution) made by the financial
aid department in computing noed for students. The projected increase in costs
for the entering class as calculated in the Financial Aid Task Force Report is
$920 per person.

Part Ofte

$ 9 2 0 x 2 7 6 = 2 5 3 , 9 2 0 Need
100 x 276- - 27, 600 Summer job increase
200 x 276= - 55, 200 Loan/Self-help increase

70 x 276= - 19, 320 Savings from F. I. T. check
$151, 800 Aggregate scholarship need

divided by 276 $ 550 Average scholarship increase
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Part Two

$920 x 106- 97, 520 Need
70 x 106= -7, 420 Savings from F. I. T.*check

200 x 106- -21, 200 Loan/Self-help increase
$68, 900 Aggregate Scholarship nef d

divided by 106 $ 650 Average scholarship increase

*Federal Income Tax

Part Three

$151,800
68, 900

$220, 770 Total increase in freshman scholarship budget

d. 989 x (40% of $620)- $245, 272 Increase in upperclass need

In the administration's presently proposed budget, the $620 upperclassmen
cost increase is expected to be covered half by the parent's increased contribution
and the other half by loans and scholarships. In this budget, scholarship money
would cover only 25% of the cost increase. We recommend that 40% would be a
far more reasonable estimate, so our figures are based on this estimate.

Our final financial aid figure was arrived at by adding the upperclass and fresh-
man scholarship need totals to the adjusted base. Since the inflation offset for
freshmen is included in their scholarship considerations, only the upperclass inflation
offset appears in the calculations as a separate amount.

II. Admissions

A. That blacks at Brown be maintained at equal or greater numbers to the
current proportion of the United States population that is represented by
black people.

B. That at least ten percent (10%)j of those students accepted into Brown
University who are residents of the City of Providence be black. This
ten percent must be made up only of students who have attended public
schools in Providence.

C. That Admissions Office responsibility (including correspondence, travel
and recruitment, and decision recommendation) for minority candidates
be recognized as a primary responsibility and given, undiluted, to at least
one minority admissions officer who has no other primary responsibilities.
We must be assured that he will make a concerted effort to seek black
applicants from inner-city schools.

D. That all admissions officers spend 20% of their time personally soliciting
areas not traditionally solicited for recruitment.

E. That one or two students be appointed to assist that admissions officer in
recruiting, and monetary provisions be made available for travel purposes.
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F. That a committee of minority representatives from the Student Affairs
Deanship, the Transitional Summer Advisory Group, the Academic Affairs
Deanship, and the Organization of United African Peoples (one senior
member) be allowed to read the folders of all black candidates, make an
admission recommendation, make a recommendation for TSP participation,
if needed, and gauge propbable academic- and other- counseling needs so
that the deans' plans and pre-matriculation correspondence with the students
can reflect a recognition of those needs.

III. Student Services

A. Dean of the College
Maintenance of approximately the present level of staffing:

One Dean of the College
One Dean of Undergraduate Counseling
Four Upper Division Academic Deans
Four Lower Division Academic Deans

Of these three will be minority academic deans.

B. Dean of Student Affairs
Maintenance of the present level of staffing:

THREE DEANS OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Of these one will be a minority dean of student affairs

C. That there be no cutbacks in Supportive Services. Given that it has been
stated and implicitly accepted by President Hornig that blacks constitute'
a higher academic risk, Supportive Services are a necessity to ensure the
academic success of blacks at Brown. Therefore, we oppose cutbacks in the
following programs: the Transitional .Summer Program, including Phase 2;
Tutorial Services; Minority Peer Counseling; and the Laboratory Experimental
Advancement Program. ,,

1. That the Transitional Summer Pr/ogram be maintained at the 1974-75
level; $50, 000.

2. That there be a commitment to TSP or some similar program for
the next five years with no reductions in the current funding level.

3. That Minority Peer Counseling not be reduced from its current
funding level, and there be a commitment to this or some similar
program for the next five years ; $3, 000.

4. That the Tutorial budget not be reduced.
5. That $500 summer earnings be included in the financial aid package

of PREP students.

D. Health Services
That there be maintenance of the present level of staffing. More specific
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recommendations cannot be presented because we have been unable to
obtain the necessary information.

E. Evaluation
We believe that a comprehensive evaluation of student needs in the

area of supportive services would have to be completed before any
reductions in this area could be considered.

IV. Faculty and Staffing

A. That there be no further reductions in the size of the teaching
faculty.

B. That the autcrorayof the Afro-American Studies Department be
.j'.aranteed and that the proposal of the Afro- American Studies
Program be agreed to.

C. That the number of black and women faculty as of the academic
year 1974-75 be maintained and increased over the next five years. This
coincides with the Corporation's statement on June 2, 1973, that "Brown
values highly the contribution that its black faculty members have made
and will intensify efforts to increase their number here."

D. That in the hiring of black faculty and staff, the University
should consult a committee composed of representatives from OUAP and Sankore
socity.


